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Description:

Prepping for the boards? Don’t miss Questions, Tricks, and Tips for the Echocardiography Boards, a
study guide designed to sharpen your echocardiography knowledge and hone your test-taking skills.

http://red.wutf.space/books2/?id=6555&m=Top10000&d=20-10-05


Armed with hundreds of questions composed by clinicians who previously passed the exam, you
won’t be coached merely to memorize facts, but will come to understand case-based questions in a
clinically meaningful way. Each practice question mimics the exact style of the ASC exam—priming
you for the kind of higher-level thinking and derivative knowledge that will set you apart from your
peers. Don’t miss the invaluable study tips contained within, pooled from an impressive array of
former fellows and exam takers, and designed to optimize your test performance. Whether you’re in
the midst of studying, or are a practitioner looking to dive headfirst into the subject, this text is
perfect for any medical professional looking to maintain an exceptional working knowledge of
echocardiography.

Features

Over 700 practice questions composed by clinicians who previously passed
350+ video clips to enhance your understanding of the material
Exam topics accompanied by recommended supplementary reading
Test prep techniques, both general skills and ASC exam-specific
Tips to save time, reduce anxiety, and optimize exam performances
Images, figures, and tables to address critical topics

Now with the print edition, enjoy the bundled interactive eBook edition, offering tablet, smartphone,
or online access to:

Interactive question bank containing over 700 questions
350+ video clips to enhance your understanding of the material
A powerful search that pulls results from content in the book, your notes, and even the web
Cross-linked pages, references, and more for easy navigation
Highlighting tool for easier reference of key content throughout the text
Ability to take and share notes with friends and colleagues
Quick reference tabbing to save your favorite content for future
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